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Introduction  
The Geiger-mode avalanche photo diodes (GAPDs) are array of silicon photo diodes (SiPM). A
SiPM turns on in saturation stage as photon falls on when biased above the breakdown voltage
(Vbias > Vbr)  and allow the detection of single photon.  Because of the increase in quantum
efficiency, magnetic field immunity, robustness, longer operating time, reduction in cost and
operating  bias  and single  photon detection  capabilities  provide  attractive  alternative  to  the
PMTs. Each channel of SiPM consists of large number of micro pixels (3600 in 3mm x 3mm)
of 50μm size and sensitive in the 300-900nm spectral range . The SiPM is operated in the
reverse-bias and conducts in the Geiger mode.

Basics of SiPMs: SiPMs are made by doping Silicon wafers to create a pn-junction type of
diode.  A lightly  doped  silicon  favours  for  avalanche  mechanism.  SiPMs  are  composed  of
individual  electrically  and optically  isolated  pixels.  Each pixel  (or  micro-cell)  has  its  own
quenching resistor to stop the discharge. The signals from all the micro-cells are summed to
give a signal proportional to the number of micro-cells triggered.
When  a  photon  is  absorbed  it  creates  an  electron-hole  pair.  The  electrons  and  holes  are
accelerated by the electric  field with enough energy to  make more electron-hole pairs  and
trigger a discharge. When a sufficiently high electric field (> 5 x 105 V/cm) is generated within
the depletion region of the silicon, a charge carrier created in this region will be accelerated to a
point  where  it  carries  sufficient  kinetic  energy to  create  secondary  charge  pairs  through a
process  called  impact  ionization.  In  this  way,  a  single  photo  electron  can  trigger  an  self-
perpetuating ionization cascade that will spread throughout the silicon volume subjected to the
field. The silicon diode will break down and become conductive, effectively amplifying the
original photo electron into a macroscopic current flow. This process is called Geiger discharge,
in analogy to the ionization discharge observed in a Geiger-Müller tube. Each pixel is operated
in Geiger mode, but combination of pixels as whole works as avalanche mode.  The charge
carrier triggering the avalanche may either be produced by the process of photon absorption or
thermal excitation (thermal noise), or it may be released from a defect in the silicon lattice
(after-pulse).

SiPM module: The  C11205  series  (figure-1)  is  optical  measurement  module  capable  of
detecting low level light. These modules consist of an MPPC (multi pixel photon counter), a
signal amplifier circuit, a high voltage power supply circuit and a temperature compensation
circuit. The electrical and physical parameters of SiPM module are listed in table-1.
* Also known as MPPC or GAPD



                                                                                                             Table-1
Internal MPPC S12572-050C
Effective photo sensitive area 3x3 mm

Pixel pitch 50 μm

Number of pixels 3600

Supply voltage ±5V

Current consumption +50/-20 mA

Operating temperature -10 to 40 oC

Storage temperature -20 to 70oC

Spectral response 320-900 nm

Peak sensitive wavelength (λp) 500 nm

Maximum output voltage 4.9V

Amplifier gain (from evaluation kit) 20

 Figure-1: C11205 series SiPM module

                             

                                       Figure-2: Bias circuit for SiPM and equivalent circuit

                                Figure-3: Typical dark pulse profiles of C11205  SiPM module    

Figure-3 shows the dark pulse profile (snapshot taken with Agilent Oscilloscope) of SiPM module. The
different  band  of  pulses  corresponds  to  different  number  of  photo-electrons.  Thermally  generated
electrons initiate avalanche inside the micro-pixel and produce such pulse profiles. Characteristics of a
good signal is shown in figure-4. 

 



 
                                               Figure-4: Typical pulse shape of SiPM detector
     
 Experimental setup
 
 

 Figure-5: Measurement setup

A blue LED (NICHIA NSPB500AS) driven by 1 Hz TTL pulse (width < 10 ns) illuminate the
SiPM. Intensity of LED adjusted for mean pulse amplitude in the range of 45-50 mV. The dc-dc
convertor  (Input  5V,  Output=70V) sets  required bias  for  the  normal  operation  of  SiPM. A
temperature compensated bias supply keeps the SiPM at constant gain.  The signal generated
by SiPM is amplified by pre-amplifier (gain=20) and measured at BNC connector terminated at
50Ω load resistor. 



VI characteristics of SiPM

The VI characteristic of SiPM with & without light is as in figure below

    Figure-6a: VI characteristic Without light input Figure-6b: VI characteristic With light input

Photo Electron spectrum of SiPM at different High Voltages

Figure-7: Photo-Electron spectrum at different High voltage



Assignment:
(a) Measure pulse shape parameters : pulse amplitude, rise time, decay time and FWHM
from average of ~100 samples. (Set oscilloscope in measurement mode)
(b) Measure pulse amplitude for 1000 events
(c) Plot histogram of ampltudes and study the photoelectron pattern (refer figure-6).
(d) Plot mean amplitude as function of photo-electrons and calculate single photo-
      electron (SPE) amplitude.
(e) Convert SPE pulse amplitude to charge unit
(f) Calculate absolute gain of SiPM  as a function of High Voltage  

    Figure-8: Photo-electron spectrum measured by SiPM module

Absolute Gain : 
ga = 20 (amplifier gain, from manufacturer)
R  = 50 Ω
Q  = ? pc

                                                     1*ga*G=Q              , where G is absolute gain of SiPM

    Charge Q can be calculated by integrating pulse between time t1 and t2     Q=

∫
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V (t)dt

R
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Reference:    HAMAMATSU datasheet

       Characterisation of MPPC/SIPM/GMAPD's by Adam Para, February 17, 2009 (ppt)
        Web-documents from Sensil make GAPDs

       Current voltage characterisation of SiPM by Raul Granados Barbero, 2014, Desy 
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